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To start with, an analytical layer-element (i.e., a symmetric stiffness matrix), which describes the relationship between the generalized
displacements and the stress levels of a layer subjected to non-axisymmetric loading, is exactly derived in the transformed domain by the
application of a Laplace–Hankel transform with respect to variables t and r, a Fourier expansion with respect to variable θ, and a Laplace
transform and its inversion with respect to variable z, based on the governing equations of Biot’s consolidation of multi-layered saturated
poroelastic materials with anisotropic permeability. The analytical layer-element experiences considerable improvement in computation efﬁciency
and stability, since it only contains negative exponential functions in its elements. In addition, a global stiffness matrix for multi-layered saturated
poroelastic media is obtained by assembling the interrelated layer-elements based on the continuity conditions between adjacent layers. By
introducing the boundary conditions and solving the global stiffness matrix, the solutions in the Laplace–Hankel transformed domain are
obtained, and the ﬁnal solutions can be recovered by a numerical inversion of the Laplace–Hankel transform. Finally, numerical examples are
presented to verify the theory and to study the effect of the property of anisotropic permeability on vertical displacements and excess pore
pressure. The calculation results show that the property of anisotropic permeability has a great inﬂuence on the process of consolidation.
& 2013 The Japanese Geotechnical Society. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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It is well known that saturated poroelastic materials are two-
phase media consisting of material grains and pore water, and that
many practical problems involve the consolidation of saturated
poroelastic materials. Therefore, the study of the mechanical
response of such media has been a subject of interest to both3 The Japanese Geotechnical Society. Production and hosting by
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der responsibility of The Japanese Geotechnical Society.researchers and engineers. Biot (1941, 1956) studied the three-
dimensional consolidation of saturated poroelastic materials in
geomechanics. Since Biot’s theory of consolidation can precisely
reﬂect the time-dependent behavior of saturated poroelastic materi-
als, it is meaningful to derive solutions to problems based on this
theory. Analytical solutions for the consolidation of a semi-inﬁnite
poroelastic body and a single or multi-layered saturated poroelastic
material system have been acquired (McNamee and Gibson,
1960a, 1960b; Schiffman and Fungaroli, 1965; Booker and
Small, 1982a, 1982b, 1987; Vardoulakis and Harnpattanapanich,
1986; Yue et al., 1994; Yue and Selvadurai, 1995; Senjuntichai
and Rajapakse, 1995; Pan, 1999). An efﬁcient analytical algorithm
to solve Biot’s consolidation of a multi-layered saturated poroe-
lastic material system is the transfer matrix method (Bahar, 1972;Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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2010c; Ai and Cheng, 2009a). However, it is difﬁcult to eliminate
the positive exponential functions involved in the elements of the
transfer matrix, which may lead to unstable numerical results or
overﬂow in the calculation, due to the inﬂuence of numerically ill-
conditioned matrices. On the other hand, numerical techniques,
such as the ﬁnite element method (Christian and Boehmer, 1970)
and the boundary element method (Cheng and Liggett, 1984) are
also put forward to analyze consolidation problems, although they
usually require a large amount of time and effort. Recently, Ai
et al. (2010a) and Ai and Zeng (2012) have presented a
numerically stable method, called the analytical layer-element
method, to solve Biot’s consolidation problem of layered saturated
poroelastic materials. It not only can eliminate the effect of
numerically ill-conditioned matrices and overﬂow in the calcula-
tion, but it also can also save a lot of time. Moreover, it is seen that
the permeability of saturated poroelastic media is usually assumed
to be isotropic in most of the above studies. Since the permeability
of a layer varies in different directions, it is really necessary to
consider the anisotropic permeability of saturated poroelastic
materials in the study of consolidation problems.
Biot (1955) proposed the governing equations for Biot’s
consolidation problem for a general case of an anisotropic
solid. The complete solutions were presented by Booker and
Carter (1987) to analyze the transient effects of pumping a
ﬂuid at a constant rate from a point sink embedded in a
saturated, porous elastic half-space. Chen (2004, 2005) pre-
sented analytical solutions of consolidation for saturated
poroelastic materials with anisotropic permeability and the
steady-state response of displacements and stress levels in a
half-space subjected to a point sink. A ﬁnite layer numerical
method was used by Mei et al. (2004) to examine the
consolidation analysis of cross-anisotropic homogeneous por-
oelastic materials. Singh et al. (2007, 2009) took advantage of
the fully coupled Biot quasi-static theory to study plane strain
deformation under two-dimensional surface loads and axisym-
metric consolidation under axisymmetric surface loads of a
poroelastic half-space with anisotropic permeability. Another
analytical technique was proposed by Ai and Wu (2009b) to
study the plane strain consolidation of multi-layered poroelas-
tic materials considering the anisotropy of permeability. From
the above study, it appears that there has been less research on
the non-axisymmetric consolidation of multi-layered saturated
poroelastic materials with anisotropic permeability.
In this paper, the governing equations for Biot’s consolida-
tion are solved analytically by means of a Laplace–Hankel
transform with respect to variables t and r, a Fourier expansion
with respect to variable θ, and a Laplace transform and its
inversion with respect to variable z. Then, the analytical layer-
element, describing the relationship between the generalized
displacements and the stress levels of a single layer, is exactly
derived in the transformed domain. The computation of the
analytical layer-element matrices is numerically efﬁcient and
stable because there are no positive exponential functions in
the elements of the stiffness matrix. Considering the boundary
conditions and the continuity conditions between adjacent
layers, the global stiffness matrix equation for the multi-layered saturated poroelastic materials is obtained by assem-
bling the interrelated layer-elements. The solutions in the
transformed domain have been found by the global stiffness
matrix equation, and actual solutions can be acquired by a
numerical inversion of the Laplace–Hankel transform.2. Analytical layer-element of single saturated poroelastic
layer
The governing partial differential equations for the non-
axisymmetric consolidation problem are (Biot, 1955)
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is the Laplacian operator for the non-axisymmetric consolida-
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denotes the dilatation, η¼ 1=ð1−2μÞ, and other variables are
deﬁned in Appendix A, Nomenclature.
According to Darcy’s law, total ﬂow Q in the z-direction
within the time from 0 to t is deﬁned as
Q¼ −
Z t
0
kz
γw
∂s
∂z
dt ð2Þ
The application of Fourier expansions (suggested by Muki,
1960), with respect to coordinate θ for the displacements,
excess pore pressure, and dilatation results in
urðr; θ; z; tÞ ¼ ∑
∞
m ¼ 0
urmðr; z; tÞcos mθ ð3aÞ
uθðr; θ; z; tÞ ¼ ∑
∞
m ¼ 0
uθmðr; z; tÞsin mθ ð3bÞ
uzðr; θ; z; tÞ ¼ ∑
∞
m ¼ 0
uzmðr; z; tÞcos mθ ð3cÞ
sðr; θ; z; tÞ ¼ ∑
∞
m ¼ 0
smðr; z; tÞcos mθ ð3dÞ
eðr; θ; z; tÞ ¼ ∑
∞
m ¼ 0
emðr; z; tÞcos mθ ð3eÞ
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From Eqs. (5a)+(5b) and (5a)−(5b), we have
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and uvm ¼ urm þ uθm; uhm ¼ urm−uθm.
The Laplace–Hankel transform (mth order) of function
f ðr; z; tÞ, with respect to variables t and r, and its inversion
are deﬁned by Sneddon (1972)
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where f ðξ; z; sÞ is the corresponding variable of f ðr; z; tÞ in the
Laplace–Hankel transformed domain.
Applying the Laplace–Hankel transforms of the mth, mth,
mth, (m+1)th, and (m−1)th order to Eqs. (4), (5c), (5d), (6a),
and (6b), respectively, we obtain
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where uðmþ1Þvm is the corresponding variable of uvm in the
Laplace–Hankel ((m+1)th order) transformed domain and
uðm−1Þhm is the corresponding variable of uhm in the Laplace–
Hankel ((m−1)th order) transformed domain.
Substituting Eq. (8a) into (8b)–(8e) and letting u1m ¼
ð1=2Þðuðmþ1Þvm −uðm−1Þhm Þ and u2m ¼ ð1=2Þðuðmþ1Þvm þ uðm−1Þhm Þ yields
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For stress, the following relationships can be obtained:
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Similarly, the application of the Fourier expansions, with
respect to coordinate θ for the stress and total ﬂow, results in
srzðr; θ; z; tÞ ¼ ∑
∞
m¼0
srzmðr; z; tÞcos mθ ð11aÞ
sθzðr; θ; z; tÞ ¼ ∑
∞
m¼0
sθzmðr; z; tÞsin mθ ð11bÞ
szðr; θ; z; tÞ ¼ ∑
∞
m¼0
szmðr; z; tÞcos mθ ð11cÞ
Qðr; θ; z; tÞ ¼ ∑
∞
m¼0
Qmðr; z; tÞcos mθ ð11dÞ
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Letting svm ¼ srzm þ sθzm and shm ¼ srzm−sθzm, and taking
the Laplace–Hankel transform ((m+1)th order) and ((m−1)th
order) of svm and shm, respectively, we obtain
sðmþ1Þvm ¼ Gð−ξuzm þ
∂uðmþ1Þvm
∂z
Þ ð13aÞ
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Taking the Laplace–Hankel transform (mth order) of Eqs.
(12c) and (12d) yields
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Let s1m ¼ ð1=2Þðsðmþ1Þvm −sðm−1Þhm Þ and
s2m ¼ ð1=2Þðsðmþ1Þvm þ sðm−1Þhm Þ, we have
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The Laplace transform and its inversion (Sneddon, 1972),
with respect to variable z, are deﬁned as
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2πi
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Taking the Laplace transform of Eq. (9), with respect to
variable z, and combining Eq. (14) yields
ððηþ 1ÞΩ2−ξ2Þuzm þ ηξΩu1m− ΩsmG
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Eqs. (16a)–(16d) can be written as
U41ðξ;Ω; sÞ ¼ A44−1B48C81 ð17Þ
where
A44 ¼
Ω2−ð1þ ηÞξ2 0 −ηθξ ξG
0 Ω2−ξ2 0 0
ηΩξ 0 ð1þ ηÞΩ2−ξ2 − ΩG
−sξ 0 −sΩ kzγw Ω
2− khγw ξ
2
2
666664
3
777775;
B48 ¼
Ω 0 ð1−ηÞξ 0 1=G 0 0 0
0 Ω 0 0 0 1=G 0 0
ξ 0 ð1þ ηÞΩ 0 0 0 1=G 0
0 0 −s kzγw Ω 0 0 0 −1
2
66664
3
77775;
U41ðξ;Ω; sÞ ¼ ½u1mðΩÞ; u2mðΩÞ; uzmðΩÞ;smðΩÞT
C81 ¼ ½U41ðξ; 0; sÞ;T41ðξ; 0; sÞT :
Vector U41ðξ; 0; sÞ is the generalized displacement vector
U41ðξ; z; sÞ ¼ ½u1mðzÞ; u2mðzÞ; uzmðzÞ; smðzÞTwhen z=0, and
vector T41ðξ; 0; sÞ is the generalized stress vector
T41ðξ; z; sÞ ¼ ½s1mðzÞ; s2mðzÞ;szmðzÞ;QmðzÞTwhen z=0. It is
noticed that all variables in vector C81ðξ; 0; sÞ are independent
of z, so they can be represented by eight arbitrary constants, i.
e.,C ¼ ½c1; c2; c3; c4; c5; c6; c7; c8T , and ci (i=1–8) are arbitrary
constants.
Taking the inversion of the Laplace transform with respect
to Ω in Eq. (17), generalized displacements U41ðξ; z; sÞ ¼
½u1mðzÞ; u2mðzÞ; uzmðzÞ;smðzÞT can be expressed by the above-
mentioned eight arbitrary constants, and we have
U41ðξ; z; sÞ ¼ E48ðξ; z; sÞC81 ¼ E1 E2
 
C81 ð18Þ
where E48ðξ; z; sÞ ¼ ð1=2πiÞ
R γþi∞
γ−i∞ A44
−1B48eΩzdΩ, which
is divided into two sub-matrices, E1 and E2, of order 4 4.
In accordance with Eq. (18), the following relationships can
be obtained:
U41ðξ; 0; sÞ
U41ðξ; z; sÞ
" #
¼M88ðξ; z; sÞC81 ð19Þ
where
M88ðξ; z; sÞ ¼
I 0
E1 E2
" #
; 0¼
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
2
6664
3
7775; I¼
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
2
6664
3
7775:
From Eqs. (14a)–(14d), we have
T41ðξ; z; sÞ ¼ H48ðξ; z; sÞW81 ð20Þ
Fig. 1. Generalized stresses and displacements for single saturated
poroelastic layer.
Fig. 2. Multi-layered saturated poroelastic materials under circular non-
axisymmetric loading.
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H48ðξ; z; sÞ ¼
0 0 −Gξ 0 G 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 G 0 0
ðη−1ÞGξ 0 0 −1 0 0 ðηþ 1ÞG 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 − kzγws
2
66664
3
77775;
W81 ¼ U41ðξ; z; sÞ dU41ðξ;z;sÞdz
h iT
:
Substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (20), the generalized stress
vector can also be represented by eight arbitrary constants,
namely,
T41ðξ; z; sÞ ¼ F48ðξ; z; sÞC81 ¼ F1 F2
 
C81 ð21Þ
where
F48ðξ; z; sÞ ¼H48ðξ; z; sÞ
E48ðξ; z; sÞ
dE48ðξ;z;sÞ
dz
" #
;
which is divided into two sub-matrices, F1 and F2, of order
4 4.
According to Eq. (21), the following relationships can be
obtained:
−T41ðξ; 0; sÞ
T41ðξ; z; sÞ
" #
¼N88ðξ; z; sÞC81 ð22Þ
where
N88ðξ; z; sÞ ¼
0 I
F1 F2
" #
:
Combining Eqs. (19) and (22) yields
−T41ðξ; 0; sÞ
T41ðξ; z; sÞ
" #
¼ K⋅ U41ðξ; 0; sÞ
U41ðξ; z; sÞ
" #
ð23Þ
where K ¼ N⋅M−1 is an exact symmetric matrix of order
8 8, which establishes the relationship between the general-
ized displacements and the stress in the transformed domain of
a single layer, as shown in Fig. 1. It is called the analytical
layer-element because matrix K has the character of the
analytical solution in this paper, whose elements are provided
in detail in Appendix B.
3. Analytical layer-element solution of multi-layered
saturated poroelastic materials
As is shown in Fig. 2, a saturated poroelastic material
system has been divided into n layers. The thickness of the ith
layer is deﬁned as hi ¼Hi−Hi−1, where Hi and Hi−1 are the
depths from the surface to the bottom and the top of the ith
layer, respectively. A non-axisymmetric loading pðr; θ;Hj; tÞ at
depth Hj is considered. The non-axisymmetric loading can be
further broken down into three components, i.e.,prðr; θ;Hj; tÞ,
pθðr; θ;Hj; tÞ, and pzðr; θ;Hj; tÞ in the r-, θ-, and z-directions,
respectively.
Application of the Fourier expansion (Muki, 1960), with
respect to coordinate θ for prðr; θ;Hj; tÞ, pθðr; θ;Hj; tÞ, andpzðr; θ;Hj; tÞ results in
prðr; θ;Hj; tÞ ¼ ∑
∞
m ¼ 0
prmðr;Hj; tÞcos mθ ð24aÞ
pθðr; θ;Hj; tÞ ¼ ∑
∞
m ¼ 0
pθmðr;Hj; tÞsin mθ ð24bÞ
pzðr; θ;Hj; tÞ ¼ ∑
∞
m ¼ 0
pzmðr;Hj; tÞcos mθ ð24cÞ
Assuming that the surface of the saturated poroelastic
material system is free and permeable and that the bottom of
the system is ﬁxed and impermeable, we then have
szðr; θ; 0; tÞ ¼ srzðr; θ; 0; tÞ ¼ sθzðr; θ; 0; tÞ ¼ sðr; θ; 0; tÞ ¼ 0
ð25aÞ
urðr; θ;Hn; tÞ ¼ uθðr; θ;Hn; tÞ ¼ uzðr; θ;Hn; tÞ ¼Qðr; θ;Hn; tÞ ¼ 0 ð25bÞ
Applying Eq. (23) to each layer yields
−Tðξ;Hi−1; sÞ
Tðξ;Hi; sÞ
" #
¼KðiÞ⋅ Uðξ;Hi−1; sÞ
Uðξ;Hi; sÞ
" #
ð26Þ
where KðiÞ ¼Kðξ; hi; sÞ denotes the analytical layer-element of
the ith layer.
Considering the continuity conditions of the interfaces
between adjacent layers, the global stiffness matrix of the
multi-layered saturated poroelastic materials is
ð27Þ
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the generalized external forces in the transformed domain;
½Uðξ;H0; sÞ;Uðξ;H1; sÞ; :::;Uðξ;Hn; sÞT are the generalized
displacements in the transformed domain at the interfaces.
Considering the boundary conditions in Eq. (25a) and (25b),
the unknown variables ½Uðξ;H0; sÞ;Uðξ;H1; sÞ; :::;Uðξ;Hn; sÞT
in the transformed domain can be derived by solving Eq. (27),
and the real solutions can be obtained by taking the inversion
of the Laplace–Hankel transform of these variables.Fig. 3. Vertical displacement of multi-layered saturated poroelastic materials
under non-axisymmetric loading.4. Numerical results and discussion
In order to get the real solutions, it is necessary to take the
inversion of the Laplace–Hankel transform to the above-
mentioned solutions. In this study, the method proposed by
Talbot (1979) for the numerical inversion of the Laplace
transform is applied; its feasibility and efﬁciency for solving
the Biot consolidation were demonstrated by Booker and
Small (1982a, 1982b, 1987). And the technique suggested by
Ai et al. (2002) is adopted to achieve the inversion of the
Hankel transform.Fig. 4. Inﬂuence of permeability anisotropy parameter δ on vertical displace-
ment under circular horizontal uniform loading.
τ =4.1. Veriﬁcation
In order to verify the accuracy of the foregoing theory, we
compare the results of this paper by means of degenerating
anisotropic permeability into isotropic permeability with those
of Ai and Zeng (2012) in Fig. 3. The loading over the circular
region r≤a is applied to surface z¼ 0 at t ¼ 0þ and keeps
constant thereafter, while the surface of the materials is
considered permeable. The dimensionless vertical displace-
ment at points θ¼ 0∘, r¼ a, and z¼ 3h=10, is plotted against
time factor τ. From Fig. 3, it can be seen that the results from
this study are consistent with those of Ai and Zeng (2012).
Consequently, the accuracy of the method in this study has
been conﬁrmed.δ =
δ =
δ =
δ =
δ =
μ
μ
μ γ
θ
= =
= = =
Fig. 5. Inﬂuence of permeability anisotropy parameter δ on vertical displace-
ment under circular horizontal and vertical uniform loading.4.2. Examples of multi-layered materials
Some examples are given here to study the consolidation of
saturated poroelastic multi-layered materials with anisotropic
permeability due to non-axisymmetric loading. As shown in
Figs. 4–7, a non-axisymmetric circular loading is uniformly
applied at the surface of three-layered saturated poroelastic
materials, q is equal to p and the parameters have the following
relationships: c¼ 2G1kz1=γw and τ¼ ct=a2. The parameters of
the thickness, shear modulus, and permeability have the
following relationships:h1 : h2 : h3 ¼ 1 : 2 : 2; G1 : G2 :
G3 ¼ 1 : 2 : 4; kz1 : kz2 : kz3 ¼ 2 : 1 : 2; and the total thickness
of the three-layered saturated poroelastic materials is
h¼h1+h2+h3. Poisson’s ratio is a constant value of μ¼ 0:3
for each layer. We assume that δ¼ khi=kziði¼ 1; 2; 3Þ is a
parameter to show the anisotropic permeability property of the
saturated poroelastic materials, and the parameter δ of each
layer is the same.As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the effect of anisotropic
permeability parameter δ on the vertical displacements is
considered. The dimensionless vertical displacement at points
θ¼ 0∘, r ¼ 0:5a, and z¼ 0:5a, is plotted against time factor τ,
while anisotropic permeability parameter δ is assigned to be
Fig. 6. Inﬂuence of permeability anisotropy parameter δ on excess pore
pressure under circular horizontal uniform loading.
Fig. 7. Inﬂuence of permeability anisotropy parameter δ on excess pore
pressure under circular horizontal and vertical uniform loading.
Z.Y. Ai, N.R. Cang / Soils and Foundations 53 (2013) 408–4164140.01, 0.1, 1, 10, and 100, respectively. Obviously, the saturated
poroelastic materials have isotropic permeability when δ is 1.
Figs. 4 and 5 show that anisotropic permeability parameter δ
has a great inﬂuence on the process of consolidation, while the
ﬁnal settlements of different conditions are identical. It can be
illustrated that anisotropic permeability parameter δ has little
effect on either the instantaneous settlement or the ﬁnal
settlement, while the greater δ of the saturated poroelastic
materials can lead to a faster process of the primary consolida-
tion settlement. By comparing the results of Figs. 4 and 5, it is
seen that the variation in vertical displacements is very similar
to the two ﬁgures, and that the effect of vertical loading is
greater than that of the horizontal loading.
As can be seen from Figs. 6 and 7, the effect of anisotropic
permeability parameter δ on the excess pore pressure is
considered. The dimensionless excess pore pressure is plotted
against the dimensionless depth when time factor τ is 0.015
and permeability anisotropy parameter δ is 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, and
100, respectively. Figs. 6 and 7 show that the effect of
anisotropic permeability parameter δ, on the excess pore
pressure, is also obvious when the time factor is 0.015. We
notice that the excess pore pressure decreases as δ increases.When δ is 100, the excess pore pressure remains small along
depth. And its value reaches the maximum when z is
approximately 0.4h. By comparing Figs. 6 and 7, we see that
the variation trends in the two ﬁgures are very similar.
Meanwhile, the inﬂuence of vertical loading and the inﬂuence
of horizontal loading on the excess pore pressure are alike.5. Conclusions
In this paper, a numerically efﬁcient and stable method has
been developed to analyze the consolidation problem of multi-
layered saturated poroelastic materials, with anisotropic per-
meability, subjected to a non-axisymmetric load. The analy-
tical layer-element (i.e., a symmetric stiffness matrix), which
describes the relationship between the generalized displace-
ments and the stress levels of a layer, is exactly derived in the
transformed domain by the application of a Laplace–Hankel
transform with respect to variables t and r, a Fourier expansion
with respect to variable θ, and a Laplace transform and its
inversion with respect to variable z, based on the governing
equations of Biot’s consolidation. By introducing the con-
tinuity conditions between adjacent layers, the global stiffness
matrix equation is obtained by assembling the interrelated
layer-elements. Actual solutions are obtained by solving the
global stiffness matrix equation and numerical inversion of the
Laplace–Hankel transform. Some numerical examples have
been taken to study the effect of anisotropic permeability
parameter δ on the vertical displacement and the excess pore
pressure. The results of the numerical examples have shown
that the anisotropic permeability of saturated poroelastic
materials affects the process of consolidation considerably.
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Appendix A
Nomenclature
srz; sθz;sz stress components
G shear modulus
kz vertical permeability
s excess pore pressure
s;Ω Laplace transform parameters
ur; uθ; uz displacements in r-, θ-, z-directions
Jmð Þ Bessel function of ﬁrst kind in mth order
c; γ greater than real part of all singularities of f ðξ; z; sÞ
q, p vertical and horizontal uniform loads
μ Poisson’s ratio
kh horizontal permeability
γw unit weight of water
Q total ﬂow
ξ Hankel transform parameter
a loading radius
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k11 ¼ 2GsΔ2ξðsΔA1A8−2GξðξA1A3 þ qA9Þkz0 Þ=B;
k12 ¼ 0;
k13 ¼ 2Gξðs2Δ2A1A16 þ 2GΔξA18kz0 s−4G2ξ2A10A14kz02 Þ=B;
k14 ¼ −2GΔξkz0 ðsΔA28 þ 2Gξð1þ A4ÞA14kz0 Þ=B;
k15 ¼ −4GsΔ2ξð2GξA29kz0−e−zξsΔA1A19Þ=B;
k16 ¼ 0;
k17 ¼ −4A10GsΔ2ξ2ðe−zξA1szΔA6−2A30Gqkz0 Þ=B;
k18 ¼ −4GΔξkz0 ðsΔðe−qzqA210A5 þ A31Þ þ 2e−zξGξA14kz0 Þ=B;
k22 ¼ −ð1þ A4ÞGξ=A10; k23 ¼ k24 ¼ k25 ¼ 0;
k26 ¼ 2e−zξGξ=A10;
k27 ¼ k28 ¼ 0;
k33 ¼ 2GsΔ2ξðsΔA1ð2A3A5−A8Þ−2GξA10A32kz0 Þ=B;
k34 ¼ −2GΔξkz0 ðsΔðξA5A1A210 þ A33Þ−2GξA10A14kz0 Þ=B;
k35 ¼ −k17; k36 ¼ 0;
k37 ¼ −4GsΔ2ξðe−zξsΔA1ðA10A5−zξð1þ A4ÞA6Þ þ A34Þ=B;
k38 ¼ −4GsΔ2ξðA35qþ e−zξA2ðqA10A5−A27ÞÞkz0 =B;
k44 ¼ kz0 ðA36−4G2ξ3ð1þ A4ÞA14kz02−qs2Δ2A2A11Þ=B;
k45 ¼ k18; k46 ¼ 0; k47 ¼ −k38;
k48 ¼ −2kz0 ðe−qzqs2Δ2A11 þ A37 þ 4e−zξG2ξ3A14kz02 Þ=B;
k55 ¼ k11; k56 ¼ 0; k57 ¼ −k13; k58 ¼ k14;
k66 ¼ k22; k67 ¼ k68 ¼ 0; k77 ¼ k33; k78 ¼−k34; k88 ¼ k44:
where
q2 ¼ khkz ξ
2 þ sCz ; Cz ¼ kzM=γw;
M ¼Gðηþ 1Þ; φ¼ ðkz−khÞξ
2
γws
; kz
0 ¼ kz=γw; Δ¼ 1−Mφ
A1 ¼ e−2qz−1; A2 ¼ e−2qz þ 1; A3 ¼ 1−e−4zξ; A4 ¼ e−2zξ
A5 ¼ Δ−Gφ; A6 ¼ Δþ Gφ; A7 ¼ e−zðξþqÞ; A8 ¼ A3A5−4zξA4A6;
A9 ¼ A2ð1þ A4ð6þ A4ÞÞ−8A7ð1þ A2Þ
A10 ¼ A4−1; A11 ¼ A210A25−4z2ξ2A4A26;
A12 ¼ A2A4zξþ A7ðA10−zξðA4 þ 1ÞÞ; A13 ¼ 4A12A6−ðA2ðA4 þ 1Þ−1ÞA5
A14 ¼ 8A7qξþ ðq2 þ ξ2ÞA1A10−2qξA2ð1þ A4Þ;
A15 ¼ ð1−A24ÞðGφþ A5Þ þ 8zξA4A6; A16 ¼GφA210A5 þ 4z2ξ2A4A26;
A17 ¼ A10ðGφþ A5Þ−2zξð1þ A4ÞA6;
A18 ¼ ξðA5−GφÞA1A210 þ qðA2A15 þ 4A7A17Þ;A19 ¼ A5A10 þ zξA6ðA4 þ 1Þ;
A20 ¼ ðξ−2qÞA7−ð2qþ ξÞðA10 þ A2Þ;A21 ¼ A10A5 þ zξð1þ A4ÞA6;
A22 ¼ ðA2A4−ð1þ A4ÞA7Þ; A23 ¼ ðA2 þ A4 þ 4A7Þ;
A24 ¼ q2ð2A3A5−A8Þ þ ξ2A8;
A25 ¼ ð1−A27Þðq−ξÞ2 þ ðA2 þ A10Þð−q2 þ ξ2Þ;
A26 ¼ ð1−A2 þ A4Þðqþ ξÞ2 þ e−zξð1þ A27Þðq2−ξ2Þ;
A27 ¼ zðq−ξÞξð1þ A4ÞA6; A28 ¼ qð4A7zξþ A2A10ÞA10A5 þ ξA1A8;
A29 ¼ e−qzqð1þ 6A4 þ A24Þ þ e−zξA20; A30 ¼ e−qzð1þ A4Þ−e−zξA2;
A31 ¼ e−zξðqzA2A10A6−A1A21Þ; A32 ¼ qA2A10−ξA1ð1þ A4Þ;
A33 ¼ qð4zξA6A22−A10A5A23Þ; A34 ¼ 2Gξðe−qzqA10−e−zξξA1ÞA10kz0 ;A35 ¼ e−qzA3A5 þ 4e−zξA7zξA6; A36 ¼ 2GsΔξðA1A24−8qzξ2A10A6A7Þkz0 ;
A37 ¼ 2GsΔξðe−zξðA25A5 þ zξA26A6ÞÞkz; A38 ¼ ξA1A210A5 þ qA13;
B¼ A1s2Δ2A11−4GsΔξA38kz0 þ 4G2ξ2A10A14kz02 :
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